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Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicants

Mr H and Mr A (collectively the Applicants)

Scheme

Virgin Money Stakeholder Pension Policy (the Policy)

Respondent

Virgin Money (Virgin)

Outcome

Complaint summary

Background information, including submissions from the parties and
timeline of events
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•

It processed online instructions settled with a debit card. However, if it could not
collect the payment, it would cancel the units that had been purchased.

•

Its requests for the November 2018, December 2018, and January 2019
payments were declined by Mr H’s bank.
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•

Mr H could make up the payments by sending it a cheque together with the forms
that it had enclosed, or he could make the payments using another debit card by
telephone.
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•

The payments had initially shown as authorised during the telephone calls.

•

Mr H’s bank stated that it had authorised the payments and it was waiting on
Virgin to collect them. When this did not happen, the bank returned the funds to
Mr H’s account.

•

The units were removed from the Policies several days later.

•

It had liaised with the third-party provider of the software it used to take debit card
payments. Mr H’s Curve card was classified as a commercial card which could not
be accepted. It was not immediately recognised as such, which was why the
payments were not initially blocked. However, as the payment requests
progressed through the automated system, they were subsequently identified as
relating to a card that could not be accepted. This led to the cancellation of the
deals.

•

The Curve card may be a credit card rather than a debit card, which was another
possible reason for the cancellation of the deals. It could not accept credit cards.

•

It would undertake a review to see if Curve cards could be accepted in the future.
It would either block payments using Curve cards up front or remove the
restriction that applied further down the line.

•

The issue that resulted in the cancellation of the deals was not due to an error on
its part.

Summary of the Applicants’ position

Virgin’s system did not initially decline the Curve card.
Mr H had no concern with using a different card. However, on 13 February 2019, he
had been asked by Virgin to try his Curve card again following the complaint that he
had raised.
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“3.1 You can pay into your pension by making single investments, regular
savings or combinations of the two … Single investments can be by cheque,
debit card or one-off Direct Debit.”

Summary of Virgin’s position

The T&Cs only outline what is possible; it was not feasible to list everything that was
not possible.

It had received a response from WorldPay, one of its third-party system providers.
WorldPay said that the Curve card was deemed to be a commercial card and was
blocked. It was not able to accept commercial cards.
It acknowledged a shortcoming in its technology solution as the card used by Mr H
was not on the list of denied cards. As a result of this, it did not know about the
problem when the deals were made. Instead, it was first notified of the card being
declined at a later date.
If Mr H had issues with a particular card, it was his choice if he decided to try to use it
again. It first notified Mr H on 15 January 2019 that he should use a different card.
Despite this, he opted to try and use it again.
It had not applied any processing or administration charges to the transactions that
Mr H had attempted to make.
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Adjudicator’s Opinion

•

Virgin and its third-party suppliers suggested a number of possible reasons for the
Curve card used by Mr H not being accepted by its payment system. These
included it being a commercial card and it not being a debit card.

•

When first issued, the Curve card was classified as a commercial card. However,
it has been available to private individuals since early 2018. Mr H had confirmed
that his Curve card related to his personal banking and was not connected to any
commercial enterprise.

•

Having seen Mr H’s Curve card, the Adjudicator noted that it was marked with the
Mastercard logo and name and also with the word ‘debit’. The T&Cs stated that a
debit card could be used to make one-off payments. In the Adjudicator’s opinion, it
was reasonable for Mr H to have expected to have been able to make payments
to the Policies using this card.

•

However, the Curve card is unusual in that it is a card that allows the aggregation
of multiple debit and credit cards into one. It can be used as a way of making
payments on a credit card in places that do not officially take credit cards.

•

Virgin had commented that the T&Cs cannot fully reflect all eventualities in
respect of the payment methods that it was able to accept. The Adjudicator took
the view that, due to the unusual nature of the Curve card, it would have been
reasonable for Virgin to give extra consideration as to whether it was a valid
method for making payments to the Policies or not. So, in the Adjudicator’s
opinion, it would not have amounted to maladministration if Virgin had decided not
to accept payments using Curve cards.

•

However, the Adjudicator was not persuaded by the communications that Virgin
had with Mr H that it had fully considered this topic. In particular:o

It had led Mr H to understand that the payments had been invested. This was
due to its payment system initially accepting his Curve card only to reject it
later in the process.

o

It was over seven weeks after Mr H had first attempted to make payments to
the Policies using his Curve card that he was first notified by Virgin that there
was a problem.

o

On a number of occasions, Virgin told Mr H that the payments had been
rejected by his bank. In the Adjudicator’s view, the reality was that the
payments had been authorised and it was Virgin’s responsibility to take them.
This misinformation resulted in additional effort for Mr H as he had to
investigate the situation himself with both his bank and Virgin.
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o

Mr H’s initial complaint was not adequately investigated. Virgin said that its
requests for the November 2018, December 2018 and January 2019
payments were declined by Mr H’s bank which was, in the Adjudicator’s
opinion, not correct.

o

It was not until Mr H’s second complaint that Virgin undertook a more detailed
analysis of the problems that he was facing.

•

The Adjudicator noted that the communications that Virgin sent to Mr H in relation
to the next steps he should try, following the failed payments, were not consistent.
Some communications reiterated that he could make one-off payments using his
debit card. In one telephone conversation he was asked to telephone Virgin’s
helpline and try to make the payments again having first contacted his bank.
However, Virgin’s communications of 15 January 2019 and 11 February 2019
stated that Mr H should use an alternative debit card.

•

The Adjudicator appreciated that Mr H believed that Virgin asked him to try his
Curve card again. In the Adjudicator’s opinion, this was one of a number of
suggestions Virgin had provided to him. It was Mr H’s decision not to use an
alternative debit card until 26 March 2019. The Adjudicator took the view that
Virgin could not be held responsible for the failed payments that Mr H attempted
to make using his Curve card after Virgin had suggested that he use a different
debit card.

•

Once Mr H’s bank had authorised the payments, Virgin had seven days to take
the money. After these seven days, Mr H’s bank should have returned the money
to his account. So, while the Applicants have lost out on the opportunity to invest
the monies earlier, Mr H should have had access to the monies again shortly after
the payments failed. The Adjudicator took the view that Virgin was not responsible
for any maladministration and could not be held responsible for any financial loss.

•

In summary, Virgin’s initial investigations into the reasons for the payments being
rejected did result in a lack of clarity. The Adjudicator was of the opinion that this
caused some distress and inconvenience to the Applicants. However, he was not
persuaded that the Applicants were caused distress and inconvenience, sufficient
to warrant an award for redress in this instance. The minimum award for nonfinancial injustice awarded by The Pensions Ombudsman’s Office is £500 and, in
the view of the Adjudicator, this threshold had not been met.

The Applicants did not accept the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was
passed to me to consider.
Mr H provided his further comments which do not change the outcome. He said:•

The Adjudicator made no recognition of the delay of over seven weeks between
his first unsuccessful payment on 25 November 2018, and 15 January 2019, when
Virgin first made him aware that the payments had not been accepted. The delay
in accepting these payments had resulted in a shortfall of units in the Policies.
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•

Virgin’s system was working correctly as his attempted payment of £2,000 on 13
February 2019 was instantly declined. The reason given was that he had
exceeded his daily limit, not that it was unable to accept his Curve card. All his
other attempted payments were not instantly declined and were confirmed by
Virgin as having been processed.

•

Virgin did suggest to him that he should use an alternative card but it also said
that he could try the same card by telephone.

•

He acted in good faith. He had made payments and was repeatedly told that they
had been approved and processed. He was then told to try again. It was only after
further failures that he switched to using an alternative card as Virgin was unable
to explain what was happening.

•

His bank did not contact Virgin to advise that payments had been returned unpaid.

•

Virgin is a financial expert and he had trusted it to have the capability to manage
transactions. He had responded, as requested by Virgin, and had incurred a loss
as a result.

I note the additional points raised by Mr H, but I agree with the Adjudicator’s Opinion.

Ombudsman’s decision
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I do not uphold the Applicants’ complaint.

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
21 October 2021
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